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GENERALIZED TODA BRACKETS
AND EQUIVARIANT MOORE SPECTRA

STEVEN R. COSTENOBLE AND STEFAN WANER

Abstract. In this paper we develop a general theory of obstructions to the

existence of equivariant Moore spectra. The obstructions we obtain coincide

with higher order Toda brackets as defined by Spanier. We then apply the theory

to show the existence of equivariant Moore spectra in various special cases.

1. Introduction

Steenrod posed the following problem: Given a finite group G and a ZG-

module A , does there exist a c7-space M (A, n) whose ordinary nonequivariant

homology is A, as a ZC7-module, concentrated in dimension « ? Carlsson

[Cl] gave the first counterexample to this general question. On the other hand,

sufficient conditions on A and n for the existence of M (A, n) were given

by several authors (see for example [K]). Quinn [Q] developed an obstruction

theory, as did Smith [SI] later.
The following more general situation seems to have first been considered by

Kahn [K]. Let 3? be the category whose objects are the C7-sets (7/77 and whose

morphisms are the G-maps. A Bredon system is a contravariant abelian group-

valued functor r on ^. A Moore space of type (T, n) is then a based G-

space M(T,n) such that the Bredon system specified by assigning to G/K the

group H*(M(T, n)K ; Z) is isomorphic to T and is concentrated in dimension

« . This is equivalent to saying that the ordinary reduced equivariant Bredon

homology [B] of M(T, n), with coefficients in the constant system Z, is T
concentrated in dimension « . While Kahn was interested in these spaces for

his work in equivariant homology decompositions, they play a fundamental role

in equivariant stable homotopy theory when one wishes to endow an arbitrary

equivariant cohomology theory with coefficients.

If we are interested in applications to equivariant stable homotopy theory,

the question of existence is properly stated as a stable problem, that is, in terms

of G-spectra. Nonexistence of a Moore space does not imply nonexistence of a

corresponding Moore spectrum, so it should be easier to construct Moore spec-

tra. However, in [CW] the authors give an example of a Bredon system for

which there is no connective Moore spectrum. Connectivity is a reasonable re-

quirement to impose in order to get a convergent universal coefficients spectral
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sequence. (See [CW] and also below for further discussion on this point.) In

this paper we shall give a theory of obstructions to the existence of connective

equivariant Moore spectra, and use this theory to obtain several existence re-

sults. Interestingly, the obstructions that emerge turn out to be higher order

equivariant Toda brackets, constructed along the lines of Spanier [S2]; see also

Cohen [C2].
This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we develop a general obstruction

theory to extending maps in a topological category, the obstructions being well-

determined elements of the groups arising in an associated spectral sequence.

In §3 we adapt arguments of Spanier [S2] to show that the question of the

realization of a filtered spectrum, and in particular the question of the existence

of an equivariant Moore spectrum, is equivalent to a certain extension problem.

In §4 we apply the results of §2 to show the existence of well-defined obstructions

in the groups of the associated "obstruction spectral sequence." For purposes

of computation, we give an alternate (and more classical) description of these

obstructions as subsets of the homology of a certain chain complex. In this guise,

the obstructions are seen to be higher order equivariant Toda brackets. We apply

this obstruction theory in §5 to give conditions under which the obstruction

groups vanish, and we continue in §6 by listing conditions on the coefficient

system T that guarantee the existence of a Moore spectrum of type T. An

appendix gives some algebraic results used in the rest of the paper.

We devote the rest of this section to stating the existence problem for equi-

variant Moore spectra precisely. Let R be the regular representation of G

and let %f be the orthogonal G-vector space 7?°° . A G-universe is an in-

variant subspace 'V of % that contains a copy of K°° with the trivial Ci-

action and contains infinitely many copies of every (/-representation contained

in it. As in [LMS], we consider equivariant spectra indexed on invariant sub-

spaces of a given universe *V, defined as follows. If F is a G-invariant finite-
dimensional subspace of 'V, then denote its one-point compactification by Sv .

A 'V-spectrum is a collection of based G-spaces E(V), indexed on the finite-

dimensional invariant subspaces of W, together with G-maps

o:lvE(W)^E(V + W)    forV±W

where If X = X A Sv , such that o = 1 when V = {0}, and the diagram

1ZZWE(V) -£ï->   1ZE(V+W)

-w+zE(V) —a—+ E(V +W + Z)

commutes when V, W, and Z are pairwise orthogonal. Further, one requires

that the maps o: E(W) -> i~lvE(V + W), the adjoints of the structure maps o ,

are G-homeomorphisms. We shall refer to a ^-spectrum as a Bredon spectrum
if 'V = M°° , and a Mackey spectrum if 'V = %, and shall restrict attention in

this paper to these two cases.
Before we can say what equivariant Moore spectra are, we need something

more general than the "Bredon systems" defined above. If *V is a G-universe

as above, let cfaC^) be the category whose objects are the G-orbits G/T7 and
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whose morphisms are the ^-stable maps, given by

cfG(T)(G/H, G/K) = colim[XFG/T7+, 1VG/K+]G,

where the + denotes addition of disjoint basepoints. cfG(W)(G/H,G/K) may

be equivalently defined as G-homotopy classes of maps of ^-spectra I°°G/77+

-* E°°G/7v+ , where I°° converts based G-spaces to G-spectra and is left ad-

joint to the zeroth space functor {E(V)} i-> E(0). An cfG(y)-functor is a

contravariant additive abelian group-valued functor on cfG(y). We refer to

an cfG(y)-functor as a Mackey functor when 'V = W, and as a Bredon functor

when 'V = K°° . (See [W] for a discussion of such functors.)

As outlined in [LMM], there is an ordinary cohomology theory defined on

^-spectra, with coefficients in any ¿^(^-functor. This theory is represented

in the category of 3^-spectra. Denote by AG the canonical projective cfG(y)-

functor G/T7 t-» c?G(T)(G/H, G/G), and denote by 77tG(-; AG) the repre-
sented homology theory dual to the ordinary cohomology theory HG(-; AG).

The assignment G/J i-> 77/(-; Aj) is then an ¿^(^O-functor which we de-

note by T7r(-; AG). If T is an cfG(y)-f\xnctor, define an equivariant Moore

spectrum of type T to be a ^-spectrum M T with

Hr(MT;AG) = Í        !/=   '
—rK '     [0    ifr?iO.

In the case T = R°° , Ht(MT ; AG)(G/K) = Ht(MTK ; Z), so that our defini-
tion is a direct generalization of Kahn's [K]. In both of the cases y = R°° and
y = %, we have

(HAGAMT)*(E)*HG(E;T)

for any ^-spectrum E, where HAG is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum rep-

resenting ordinary cohomology with coefficients in AG. As alluded to above,

we also insist that MT be connective and CW. These extra conditions are

needed to give us a convergent universal coefficients spectral sequence: First,

recall that if X is a G-CW spectrum, with skeleta Xn , then the cellular chain

complex of X is the complex of ¿^(^O-functors C„X given by CnX(G/H) =

[I"S°°G/77+, X„/X„-i]G . Observe that the cellular chains of MT give a res-
olution of T in the category of ¿^(^-functors. Indeed, this follows from the

fact that, since y = % or K°° , T7r(-; AG) is an ordinary equivariant homol-

ogy theory in that it satisfies a dimension axiom in the sense of Bredon [B],

and is thus computable as the homology of the cellular chain complex. Now if

E is a ^-spectrum with associated generalized G-cohomology theory EG(-)

and cfGfy)-f\xnetor E*(-), then a cellular filtration of MT gives, in the usual

way, a universal coefficients spectral sequence converging from Ext*(7s*(-), 7")

to (E A MT)*(-), Ext being taken in the category of ¿^(^-functors.

2. Obstruction theory

We develop a theory of obstructions, generalizing classical obstruction the-

ory, to extending maps in a topological category f. We begin with the usual

extension problem: given t: A —> X and /: A -> Y in W, what are the ob-

structions to factoring / through X up to homotopy? Here, two maps A -► Y

are homotopic if they are in the same path component of the function space
9(A,Y).
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As in the classical theory, we assume given a filtration of /, which is a se-

quence

A = X— [ —► Xo —► Xx —> • • • —> Xn —» • • • —> X

such that each map Xr —> Xr+X is a cofibration and X is the categorical col-

imit of the Xr's. Precisely, we require that, for any object Y, the restrictions

&(Xr+i, Y) -» &(Xr, Y) be fibrations, and that W(X, Y) be homeomorphic
to limr W(Xr, Y). If we write [X, Y] for the set of homotopy classes of maps,

or ic09(X, Y), this implies that [X,Y]-> lim[Xf, Y] is onto.

If Z is a based space let w*(Z) denote its stable homotopy groups; if

F is an unbased space let F+ denote F with a disjoint basepoint adjoined.

Observe that, since o)o(W(X, Y)+) is the free abelian group on [X, Y], the

given element [f] of [A, Y] is in the image of [X, Y] under /* iff [f] £

i*ojo(9(X , Y)+) c o)o(W(A, Y)+). We therefore consider the exact couple

tO-p-q(V(XPiY)+) ->  (0-p-t(W(Xp.l,Y)+)

\ /
OJ-p-q(COp)

where Cap is the cofiber of op: W(XP , Y) -» f^-i, 7). Writing the dia-
gram as

D»'q -Í!->Dp-x'9+x

k\ /h

gp,q+i

we see that the obstruction to extending / over Xq is oo = ji[f] £ E®,x .

If this vanishes, then [f] £ ix(D(¡'°) = DJ1,1, where D* is the correspond-

ing term in the derived couple. For / to extend over Xx , [f] must be

in Imi2 = Im/2 = Kerj'2, so that the obstruction to extending / over Xx

is 6X = j2[f] £ E\ '°. Continuing inductively, we see that, if / extends

over Xr_x , then the obstruction to constructing an extension of / over X,

is er = jr+x[f]£Err;-r+x.

If all the obstructions 6r (r > 0) vanish, then there exists an element of

lim[Xr, Y] restricting to [f] £ [X_x, Y]. By our assumption on the filtration,

this is equivalent to saying that there is an element of [X, Y] that restricts to

[f]. We thus conclude

Theorem 2.1. If {Xr} is a filtration of t: A—> X and if f: A-+Y is any map,
then f is homotopic to a map that extends over X iff all of the obstructions

0r£Err^r+x vanish.   D

In view of Theorem 2.1, we shall refer to the spectral sequence El'* as the

extension spectral sequence. Notice that EP 'q = 0 if p + q > 1 or if p < 0.

Therefore, most of the spectral sequence lies in a wedge in the fourth quadrant.

Classically, obstructions are viewed as subsets of certain homology groups.

The following examples show the relationship between these obstruction subsets

and our obstruction elements.

Example 2.3. (a) Extension of maps of spectra. Let A be a sub-CW-spectrum

of the CW-spectrum X, assume that X/A is connective, and let /: A —» Y be

a map of spectra. If {Xn} is the standard relative skeletal filtration, then the
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associated exact couple

[Xp,V+iY] ->   [Xp_x,B>+qY]
\ /

[Xp/Xp-i, IP+OY]

gives rise to the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence

A\'q = HP(X,A; n-q(Y)) => [X/A,IF+«Y].

By an argument similar to that given above, the obstructions to a homotopy

extension of / over X are well-defined elements pr £ Arr^i~r+X, these groups

being subquotients of Hr(X, A ; nr-i(Y)) for r > 2. The corresponding coset

in Hr(X, A ; nr_x(Y)) coincides with the classical obstruction, which is defined

as a subset of this group. Further, the extension spectral sequence maps into

the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence through a map of exact couples, given

by the composites

o>-p-g(F(Xp , Y)+) - m-p-q(F(Xp, Y)) - [Xp , TP+«Y\

and

(û-p-q+i(Coq) Z co-p-q+x(F(l-xXp/Xp„x, Y)) -» [Xp/Xp-i, JP^Y].

Here, v is induced by the map Cop -» F(lrlXp/Xp-i, 7) that results from

the fact that F(XP, Y) is equivalent to the fiber of

F(Xp-i,Y)-*FÇL-1Xp/Xp.l,Y).

Under this map, 6r maps to pr.

(b) Extension of maps and spaces. Let A be a subcomplex of the based

CW-complex X, and let f: A -> Y be a based map of spaces. If {Xn} is the

standard relative skeletal filiation, and if X„ is the cofiber of the attaching map

J„-X —> Xn-i (Jn-i being a wedge of (« - 1)-spheres), then we have an exact

sequence of sets

• • • -> [Xp, Y] -► [^_,, F] - [/p_,, r] = Cp(X, A ; Äj,-i(r)).

The classical obstruction to extending / over the r-skeleton is then a subset

Pr of the cocycles in C(X, A ; nr-X(Y)), and is usually viewed as a subset of

homology. In order to compare these obstructions with the 6r, we first stabilize

the above sequence to obtain

• • • -» ao(F(Xp, IT) - co0(F(Xp_x, Y)+) - wo(F(Jp-X, Y)).

As in (a), there is a map Cop -+ F(JP-X, 7), and the obstruction 0r, consid-

ered as a subset of 2s['~ , is taken by this map into a coset containing the

image of pr in oj0(F(Jr-X, Y)) under stabilization.

3. Realizing a filtered spectrum

Although the discussion in this section is concerned with equivariant spectra,
our results remain pertinent even if the group is trivial. Let X be a G-spectrum

indexed on any G-universe. A filtration of X is a sequence {X„}n>0 of sub-

spectra of X with X„ c Xn+X  such that X = colim„(AT„).   (See [LMS] for
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details regarding the category of G-spectra.) Let Wn = 1rnXn/Xn-X. One may

now construct the following diagram.

•■•-    Wn+X    A      Wn Wn_x    -»...    -     Wx      £      Wo

<—     X„      <—      X„_i      <—      • ••<—   Xi     <—     Xn-

Here, the triangles with base i are cofiber triangles and the maps d are defined

as the composites p ° y. The degrees of the various maps are thus given by

deg(d) = deg(i) = 0 and deg(y„) = « = -deg(p: Xn -> W„).
Conversely, given a sequence d : Zn+X -* Zn of maps of G-spectra, one may

ask whether there exists a filtered G-spectrum X with homotopy equivalences

YrnX„/Xn-X ~ Z„ making the following diagrams G-homotopy commute:

ï-("+xÎXn+x/Xn  —¡U l-"XH/Xn-i.

If such an X exists, we call X a realization of the sequence {Zn ; d} .

In [S2], Spanier considered sequences of maps of spaces and defined higher

order Toda brackets as the obstructions to solving an associated extension prob-

lem. Based on his techniques, we now convert our realization problem into an

extension problem.

If T is a topological space, recall from [M] that a topological graph over F is

just a space A with source and target maps S, T : A —» T. Maps of topological

graphs over T are continuous maps preserving source and target. A topological

composition graph over T is a semigroup in the category of topological graphs

over T ; that is, defining

A xr A = {(f, g)\ S(f) = T(g)} ,

S(f, g) = S(g) and T(f, g) — T(f), we are given a composition map c: AxT

,4 —> A preserving source and target and satisfying the usual associativity axiom.

In other words, this is a topological category with object space Y but without

identity maps. We will write A(a, ß) for the set of elements with source a

and target ß, and call these the arrows from a to ß. Morphisms between

two composition graphs over Y are again given by continuous maps between

the arrow spaces, but now they are required to preserve composition as well

as source and target. We will write &~(A, B) for the space of maps over Y

from A to Ti, topologized as a subspace of the usual space of continuous

functions between the arrow spaces. This makes the collection of composition

graphs over T a topological category. Homotopies in this category are defined

as one-parameter families of maps, as at the beginning of §2.

We shall be working with the following topological composition graphs over

N = {0, 1,2,...}. First define D to have arrows D(m, n) = 7(m-"-') when

m > n , where 7(r) denotes the r-fold smash product 7 A 7 A • • • A 7 with 7

based at 1, and where 7(0) = {0,1}. When m < «, we take D(m, n) = 0.

Composition in D is given by

D(«, r) x U(m, n) = f"-r~x) x /C"-«-» I> /('-m-i) = uim, r) >

where Ç(x, y) = (x, 0, y).
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If Z = (Z„)n>o is any sequence of G-spectra, define an associated topolog-

ical composition graph O(Z) over N by taking <b(Z)(m, «) = FG(Zm, Z„),

the space of maps of G-spectra Zm -» Z„ , and where composition is just com-

position in the category of G-spectra.

Define a subgraph Do of D by taking Do(w, «) = S° for m > n , where we

take S° = {(0, 0, ... , 0), *} c D(m, n). Given a sequence {d : Zn+X —► Z„}

of maps of G-spectra, define a map of composition graphs fz : ü0 -*• 3>(Z) by

sending (0, 0, ... , 0) £ O0(m, n) to dm~": Zm —> Zn and * to the trivial
map.

Theorem 3.1. The sequence d : Zn+X -» Z„ of maps of G-spectra can be realized

as the filtration quotients of a filtered spectrum iff fz : Do —► G>(Z) ¿s homotopic
to a map that extends to D.

We first prove a lemma that is a variant of [S2, Theorem 6.1]. Suppose that

Ti = {ßn : B„ —► Ti„_i} is a sequence of maps with the property that ßx o ß2 ~ 0

through a specified null-homotopy 77 of G-spectra. Then 77 determines a map

y: B2 -> Fßx . Denote the sequence {y, ßj, ß4, ...} by Ti'.

Lemma 3.2. Extensions to D of fß which restrict to H on D(2, 0) are in

one-to-one correspondence with extensions of fß> to U.

Proof. Let fB be an extension of fg to D which restricts to T7 on D(2, 0).

We define an associated extension of fß* by giving the maps 0(m, n) —>

<&(B')(m, n). We consider two cases. If « ^ 0, then define fß'(x: m -* «) =

fß(x: m + I -> n + 1). If« = 0 then we must define a map fe : U(m, 0) —*

FG(Bm+x, Fßx). Now a G-map Tim+i -> F/ij corresponds to a pair (0, À)

where </> is a G-map 7?m+i -+ Tij and À is a null-homotopy of ßx° 4>. Such

pairs are described by (fß(x: m + 1 -> 1), /b((0: 1 ->0)ox)),

Conversely, given /#-, we can recover fB using the same correspondence

between maps into a fiber and pairs of maps.   D

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Given an extension to D of a map homotopic to fz ,
we can apply the lemma inductively to obtain a diagram

• ••—♦   Z„+i    —>      Z„        —>     Z„_i    —»•••    —»    Zi     —»      Zo

<—      F„       <—       T^-i      <-      •••<—    Fi    <—     Fo

where the maps d' are G-homotopic to the original maps d and F„ = Fy„_i .

Up to homotopy equivalence, we can replace fibers by cofibers, thereby obtaining

a realization of Z .

Conversely, given a realization of Z , we can construct a diagram as above.

Given the diagram, we can now define an extension fz of a homotope of fz
as follows. Consider the diagram

••■—>*—►   Z„+i    -+     Z„     —► Z„_] -+    • • • —»       Z)    —>    Zo

F„     <—    F„_i     <—••■<— F]    <—     Fo

We can easily solve the extension problem for the sequence {y„, *, *, ...},

®{Yn, *, *, ■■■} being trivial.   It follows inductively by the lemma that this
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gives a unique extension f¿ for the sequence (d{,... , d'n+{ ,*,*,...). More-

over, the construction in that lemma shows that fz - fz~l on me full subgraph

of D with objects {0,...,«} . This tells us how to define fz on all of D .   G

4. The obstructions to realizing a filtered spectrum

In order to apply the obstruction theory in §2 to the extension problem of §3,

we filter the graph D by defining Dp to be the subgraph over N of D generated

by all of the arrows m —► « where m > n> m- p - I . The Ex -level of the

extension spectral sequence is then given by the exact couple

œ-p-q(^(np,<t>(Z))+)-, ù)-p-q(9-(up-i,<s>(Z))+)

o)-p-q(Cop).

Notice that the first obstruction, the obstruction to extending over Di , is simply

the collection of maps d o d.  Thus the first obstruction is just the obvious

one that the composites d2 should be null-homotopic.   The first interesting
obstruction then is usually the next.

This approach makes the obstructions to realizing a filtered spectrum well-

defined elements of rather complicated groups. For practical purposes, it will

prove useful to realize these obstructions as somewhat complicated subsets of

more tractible groups. Further, these new obstruction subsets will be seen to be

generalizations of Spanier's higher order Toda brackets [S2, C2].

Start with the exact sequence

[D,, *]->[Dp_,, *]->[/,_!,*].

Here, Jp_x is the subcomposition graph of Dp_i generated by the morphisms

in Up-x(n, n - p - 1) = dl^ c I(p) = D(«, « - p - 1), for all « . By the
usual argument, the obstruction to extending fz over Dp is a subset pp of

[Jp-X, O]. Since 7p_] is generated by its arrow spaces Jp-X(n, n — p — 1), it

follows that

[Jp.i,^]^^{[YP-xZn,Zn.p-i]G,
n

where [-, -]G denotes homotopy classes of G-maps between G-spectra. Thus

the obstruction pp is a subset of this product, and fz extends over Op if and

only if this subset contains 0.

If we start with a finite sequence of based spaces •••—>*—* Zn —► ••■—>

Z0, then our obstruction pn_x coincides with Spanier's «-fold Toda bracket

[S2, §6]. (Note that in this special case we have [/„_2, <P] = [Z"~2Zn, Z0]G,

since the other factors are trivial.) It follows that we can think of the pn as

generalized higher order Toda brackets.

The map d = d* + (-l)"d*: Y\\JPZ„,Zn.q.i\G - ![„[& Zn , Zn_q_2]G,
induced by composition on either size with d , is a differential. If we let PC9 =

Yln[¿yZ„ , Z„_9_!]G , then we get a cochain complex (PC*, d) for each p . We
now have the following.

Lemma 4.1. The obstruction subset pp consists of cocycles in P-XCP .

Proof. First, note that

[Zp-'Z„ , Zn_p_x]G s Hom(Z, Äp_,(0(n , n - p - I)))

^Hom(7rp_1(7p_1(«, n-p- 1)), 7rp_i(0>(«, n-p- 1))).
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Let Kp-X(n, « - p - 2) c üp-i(«, n - p - 2) be the two faces given by the

image of Up_x(n, « -p - 1) U Dp_i(n - 1, « -p - 2) under composition with

the maps 0:n-p-l—>n-p-2 and « -» « - 1. These spaces are part of a
cofibration sequence of spaces

7vp_i(«, n-p-2) -»Dp_.(n, n-p-2) ^Dp(n, n-p-2)

^Z7vp_i(«, n-p-2) -> ••• .

Given a map «: Jp_! -> O which extends to Dp_[, we have maps

hn: np-X(Jp-X(n, n-p- 1)) ->rop_i(4>(«, n-p- 1)),

and we can describe the components of d(h„) as the composites

itp(Jp(n, n-p-2)) ^np(Up(n, n-p-2)) -> np(ÏKp-X(n, n-p-2))

= itp-i(Kp-i(n, n-p-2)) -> rcp_.(Dp_i(n, n-p-2))

^np-i(<b(n,n-p-2)).

To see that this is indeed <7(«„), note that the composite

7Tp_i(Tvp_i(«, n-p-2)) -> 7rp_i(Dp_i(n, n-p-2)) -> np-X(<f>(n, n-p-2))

is (-l)"ö*«„ on the image of J„-i(n, n -p - 1) = Dp_i(n, n -p - 1), and

d*hn-X on the image of Jp-X(n -I,n-p-2) = Dp_i(« - 1 ,«-/>- 2).
On the other hand, the composite from 7rp(Dp(«,«-/?- 2)) to

7rp_!(Dp_i(«, n-p-2))

coincides with the composite

7ip(Dp(«, n-p-2)) -> 7rp(Dp(«, n-p-2), Op_x(n, n-p-2))

-► 7cp_i(Dp_i(«, n-p-2))

and is thus zero.   D

Lemma 4.2. If p >2, then pp is a union of cosets of the image of d.

Proof. Pp is the image in [7p_i, O] of all possible homotopy lifts of fz to
□p-i . Consider one such lift fp-X , and its restriction fp_2 to np_2 . We can

alter fp-X using any element g of Y\n[lP~xZn, Z„_P_2]G by considering the

latter as rU^-1, F(Z„, Z„_P_2)]G . The effect of this on the obstruction is
to change it by d(g).   D

In view of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we may regard the pth obstruction pp as a
subset of HP(P_XC*, d) when p>2.

5. Equivariant connective Moore spectra

Let T be an ÔG(^/')-functor, and let {F,, d} be a projective resolution

of T, where each F, is a direct sum of canonical projectives of the form

&g(^)(-, G/77) for various 77. We construct a tower of ^-spectra W =

{Wi,di} as follows. First, let W¡ have one wedge summand I°°G/77+ for each

direct summand cfG{fV)(-, G/77) of F, • The boundary maps W¡ -> W¡_x are
then specified (up to homotopy) using

[X°°G/77+, I°°G/7i+]G = cfG(T)(G/H, G/K)

S Hom(cfG(^)(-, G/77), cfG(T)(-, G/K)).
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Since, as mentioned at the end of § 1, we can compute homology using cellular

chains, it is clear that any realization of W is an equivariant Moore spectrum

of type T. By §4, the obstructions to realizing W are the higher order Toda

brackets determined by W, which is determined by the choice of resolution

P». We therefore refer to these as the obstructions to realizing P„. Notice

also that d2 is null-homotopic for this tower W, so the first possibly nonzero

obstruction is p2.

We can describe the groups in the chain complex p-XCq as

1[[1P-X Wn, W„_q_x]G 2 I] Hom(P„ , F„_,_! ® wp_,),
n n

where to denotes the cfG{fV)-f\xnetor given by equivariant stable homotopy.

(The tensor product of <fG(2H-functors is defined in the Appendix.) The dif-

ferential is d* + (-l)qd%, where d now refers to the differential of P*. The

filtration

F,(P-,C*) = J]Hom(F„ , P„_q_x ® iop-i)
n>i

gives rise to a spectral sequence p_iF with

p-iE{'' = Hom(Ps, T«r,_t_i(r, ojp-X)),

and

p_iF*'' = Extî(7\Torî_i_1(7\a>p_1)).

This spectral sequence converges to 77'(p_iC*, d) in the sense that the Fee

terms are filtration quotients of H*(P-XC*, d), with f}iF¿H*(p-XC*, d) = 0.
The following proposition now follows.

Proposition 5.1. If p-\Es^p = 0 for all s > p + 1, then the obstruction pp

vanishes. In particular, ifE\ts(T, Tors-p-X(T, &>p-i)) = 0 for all s > p+l > 3,

then there exists a connective Moore spectrum MT.   D

The following shows that the realization question is independent of the choice

of resolution.

Proposition 5.2. Let P, and Q* be two projective resolutions of T. Then we

can realize P„ iff we can realize Q».

Proof. Choose a map of resolutions ß : F» —» ß*, and denote the mapping cone

of ß by 7?» ; F* is a projective resolution of zero since ß is a chain homotopy

equivalence. Now assume that we have a realization of Q* of the form

■•■-    Wn+X    £    Wn      -      WH-i^   ...-    Wx     i»     Wo

•••«-   Xn     <—     Xn-X      <—• • ■      *—Xi    <—    Xo,

where {W+, d} is the tower associated with Q„. We assert that there is a

realization Y of R, containing X as a subcomplex. Note that this suffices

to complete the proof since the desuspension of Y/X will be a realization of

P». To prove the assertion, choose a tower {V,, d} for F, so that each W„

is a wedge summand of Vn . We now construct inductively the skeleta Yn D Xn

of a realization of R„.  The start of the induction is obvious in view of the
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equalities W0 = Xo and V0 = 70 . For the inductive step, we assume we have a
diagram

■■■^Vn+X     £     Vn      -      K._,--..    -       Vx     ^      Vo

7«     <—    7„_i        «—•••     <—    7i      <—    7o

with 7, 3 Xi for i < n. We define a preliminary map )>¿: I^+i —► 7„ as fol-

lows. Since 7„ is («-l)-connected, the Hurewicz map «: <y„(7„) —► 77„(7„) is

an isomorphism, with Hn(Y„) = kerd: Rn -* F„_i . Since H0(d): 770(F„+1) ->

Ho(Vn) has image ker d , there is a unique factoring of this map through Hn(Y„).

By the Hurewicz isomorphism we can now factor no(d): n0(V„+x) -* no(V„)

through 7io(7„), and this determines y'n up to homotopy. Since Wn+X is a

wedge summand of Vn+X, define y„\Wn+x as the composite Wn+X -^ X„ <-^ Y„ ,

and take yn — y'n on the other wedge summand. The cofiber 7„+i of y„ con-

tains Xn+X as a subcomplex.   D

Note that, in the proof above, 7 may be thought of as being obtained from

X by attaching cells specified by P* in order to kill off equivariant homotopy

groups. In view of the proposition, we may now think of the obstructions pp

as obstructions to the existence of any equivariant connective Moore spectrum
MT.

6. Consequences

Here we use the theory in §5, particularly Proposition 5.1, to give sufficient

algebraic conditions for the existence of equivariant Moore spectra. The fol-

lowing result is not surprising, in view of similar results on Moore spaces, such
as those in [K].

Proposition 6.1. If T is any rational cfGifV)-functor. Then MT exists.

Proof. By Proposition 5.1, if the groups ExtJ(F, Tori_p_i(F, <yp_i)) vanish

for p > 1, then so do the obstructions to realizing MT. Since cop-X denotes

the ¿fG(Sn-functor which assigns to G/77 the group [I/>Ï°°G/H+ , S]G, where
5 is the sphere spectrum, it follows that <yp_ i ®Q = 0 : in the case 'V = R°° this

is the classical result about the finiteness of the nonequivariant stable stems; in

the case 'V = % this follows from the splitting of stable equivariant homotopy

[tD], which says that <yp_i is a product of nonequivariant stable homotopy

groups of the form cop^x(EWH), together with the fact that EW is rationally

acyclic for finite groups W. It follows that Tor.ç_p_i(r, <yp_i) = 0 if T is
rational.   D

The following sharper result for Mackey functors is not unexpected, in view

of the folklore belief that inverting the order of the group reduces one to the

nonequivariant case. Let Z[1/|G|] denote Z localized away from \G\.

Proposition 6.2. If T is any Mackey functor whose underlying groups are finitely-

generated Z[ll\G\]-modules, then MT exists.

Proof. By Corollary A.5 in the Appendix, T has projective dimension 1 and

hence the groups Exti(F, Tor^^.^F, <yp_i)) vanish for s > 1. By Propo-

sition 5.1, we need only consider s > p + I > 3, and so the obstructions
vanish.   D
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Let i: ^G(M°°) -» @G(9¿) be the functor induced by the inclusion of R00

in ^. Then composition i* with i is the map which assigns to each Mackey

functor its underlying structure as a Bredon functor. As shown in the Appendix,

i* has a left adjoint i».

Proposition 6.3. If T is a Bredon functor of the form i* V for some Mackey

functor V, and if T has projective dimension n < 2q - 3 where q is the

smallest prime dividing \G\, then MT exists.

Proof. The Bredon functor oip-X is constant, with value the nonequivariant

stable stem, and so Tor*(F, <up_i) = Toif(F, œp-X), the orbitwise Tor with

the group <yp_i . Therefore TorJ_p_1(F, fe>p_i) = 0 unless s - p - 1 = 0 or

1, so that either s = p + I or s = p + 2. If p - I < 2q - 3, then classical
results about nonequivariant stable homotopy say that fo>p_i consists of torsion

of order divisible by primes <q. Thus \G\ is invertible in cop-X by definition

of q . Again using the fact that Tor with fe)p_i is orbitwise Tor with a group,

one now has

Exf(7\ Tors_p_,(F, £u,_i)) = Exf(F, Tar,_,_i(iT, wp_i))

*Exts(T, i*Tors-p-i(T', cop-i))

SExtî(/,r,Tori_p_1(r',wp_i))

= 0

by Corollary A. 5. On the other hand, if p - 1 > 2q - 3, then s > 2q - 3 >
dimF, so that Exts(F, Tors-p-X(T, cop-X)) - 0, and by Proposition 5.1 we

are done.   D

The stable Steenrod problem is the following: Given a ZG-module A , does

there exist a G-spectrum MA whose nonequivariant homology is A as a ZG-

module? If we restrict attention to Bredon spectra MA, then the stable Steen-
rod problem is equivalent to the following: Let T be the Bredon system with

T(G/e) = A and T(G/H) = 0 if 77 / e . Does there exist a Bredon spectrum

MT ? Indeed, if there is a Bredon spectrum MA , then MA A EG+ is a Moore

spectrum of type T.

Proposition 6.4. If A is a Z[l/\G\]G-module, then there exists a connective Bre-

don spectrum MA.

Proof. First observe that the category of ZG-modules is equivalent, via an exact

functor F, to the full subcategory S* of Bredon functors T with T(G/H) = 0

unless 77 = e . It follows in particular that projective ZG-modules correspond

to the projective Bredon functors in F, so that projective dimension is pre-

served by F . By Lemma A.3, A has projective dimension < 1, and hence, if

T is the corresponding Bredon functor, Exf (T, Yors-p-X(T, wp_i)) = 0 since

5 > 2 for the groups relevant to the obstructions.   □

Proposition 6.5. If A is a ZG-module of projective dimension « < 2q - 3 where

q is the smallest prime dividing \G\, then there exists a connective Bredon spec-

trum MA.

Proof. As in Proposition 6.4, the ZG-module A corresponds to a Bredon func-

tor T with T(G/H) — 0 unless 77 = e . As in the proof of Proposition 6.3,

Ext5(7, Tor5_p_i(r, cop-i)) = 0 unless s - p - I — 0 or 1, so that either

s = p + 1 ors=p + 2.Ifp-l<2i7-3, then again \G\ is invertible. Thus
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Exf(F, Tor,_p_,(F, gjp_.)) = 0 by Lemma A.3. Finally, if p - 1 > 2q - 3,
then s > 2q - 3 > dimF, and so Exf(F, Tors-p-X(T, fe»p-i)) = 0.   □

Appendix

Let ¿fcCV) be a small category of finite G-sets, closed under disjoint unions
and products, and including a copy of cfG(y). The morphisms s —► t in

^g(^") are the ^"-stable G-maps s -» t. If J^G(T~) denotes the category of

S?G(y)-functors that preserve direct sums, then Jfaif^) is equivalent to the
category of ¿^G(2H-functors [L].

The inclusion i:T^W induces a restriction i* : J!G(W) -> ̂ G(T).

Proposition A.l.  i* has a left adjoint u : JtG(fV) -> JiG(W).

Proof. Let F be a functor in JiGCV). The required left adjoint is given by

u(T)(s) = Y,T(t)/~,

the sum running over maps in cfG(W), and the identification being given by

(x)      r   "(/**),-*«
s-*t^u

for any map / in cfG{fV).   D

Note that U preserves the canonical projectives; that is i„SPG{fV)(-, a) =
^G(W)(-,a). It follows that

Ext*(S, i*T) 2 Ext*(US, T).

The category JiGCV) possesses an internal Horn functor given by

Kom(S,T)(a)=jrG(T)(S,Ta)

where Ta(b) = T(a x b).

Proposition A.2. JfG{fV) has an internal tensor product <8> such that

Wom(S®T, c/)SHom(5',Hom(F, £/)).

Proof. We construct the tensor product explicitly by taking

(S®T)(a)=   £  S(b)®T(c)/~
a—>bxc

where the identification is given by

(x®y)        fxt     ,~(f*x®g*y)a^c.   D
a—*bxc —> b xc'

Note that the above construction behaves correctly on canonical projectives,

namely «5^(2^)(-, a) ® S^G(T)(-, b) = S?G(T)(-, a x b). This implies that
the equivariant cellular chain complex of a smash product of equivariant CW-

spectra is the tensor product of the cellular chain complexes of the spectra.

If we invert \G\, then we have the following well-known fact about ZG-
modules:
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Lemma A.3. Away from \G\, every finitely generated ZG-module has projective

length < 1.

Proof. It suffices to show that every finitely generated torsion-free ZG-module

is projective. Since such a module is projective as a Z-module, one can average

over G to produce ZG-lifts.   □

It is also well known (cf. [tD, LMS]) that, with \G\ inverted, the Burnside

ring A(G) is isomorphic to n(//)Z[l/|G|], a product of copies of Z[1/|G|],
one for each conjugacy class of subgroups of G. This splitting comes about

because of the presence of primitive idempotents en € ,4(G)[1/|G|], one for

each conjugacy class. Since any Mackey functor F is a module over A(G) (in

the sense that A(G) acts on each level so that the Mackey functor structure maps

are A(G)-module homomorphisms) it follows that F splits into corresponding

summands, which we identify in the following result.

Proposition A.4. Let T be a Mackey functor. Then, away from \G\,

T=^Y.e"T- z2(e»Ac/" ®z eHT(G/H))WH,
(H) (H)

where AG/H(s) = S*G(&)(G/H, s) and WH = NH/H acts diagonally.

Proof. First observe that there is an isomorphism

eHAG/H(s)=iZ[l/\G\](G/H,s),

where the latter is the free Z[l/|G|]-module on the set of G-maps G/T7 —► s.

The isomorphism is given by observing that eu annihilates stable maps of the

form G/77 <— G/K -* s for (K) < (77), leaving only the morphisms corre-

sponding to sums of actual G-maps. We define a map k: e//Z[l/|G|](G/77, s)
®z ^hT(G/H) —> enT(s) by /c(/® t) = f(t) ; this is natural in s . Also define

A: eHT(s) - (eHZ[l/\G\](G/H, s) ®z e„T(G/H))WH by

m=  £ f®f*(t).
f ■ G/H^s

If we restrict k to the WH-ñxed set, then it is tedious but straightforward to see
that kX and he are both automorphisms. Therefore k is an isomorphism.   G

Corollary A.5. If, asa Z[l /\G\]-module, each T(G/H) is finitely generated, then

T has projective length < 1.

Proof. In the splitting

T Si YMhAgih ®z eHT(G/H))WH,
(H)

each enAG/H is projective as a Mackey functor and the group euT(G/H) has

projective length < 1 as a IFTT-module, by Lemma A.3. If we take a resolu-

tion of length two of euT(G/H) by projective IFTT-modules and tensor with

euAG¡H , then we get a projective resolution of eHAG/H <g>ze//F(G/77) of length

two. Since we are away from \G\, taking W H-fixed sets is multiplication by an

idempotent in Z[l/\G\]WH, and hence exact. Passage to fixed-sets therefore

gives us a projective resolution of T of length 2.   D
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